
 

THE INVASION OF YUGOSLAVIA 

DATE: APRIL 06 – APRIL 17 1941, ONGOING UNTIL MAY 1945 

Belligerents 

  Germany 

  Italy 

  Hungary 

 Yugoslavia 

 

The Invasion of Yugoslavia, also known as the April War or Operation 25, was a German-led attack on the Kingdom of 

Yugoslavia by the Axis powers which began on 6 April 1941. The order for the invasion was put forward in "Führer Directive 

No. 25", which Adolf Hitler issued on 27 March 1941, following the Yugoslav coup d'état. 

The invasion commenced with an overwhelming air attack on Belgrade and facilities of the Royal Yugoslav Air Force by the 

Luftwaffe and attacks by German land forces from southwestern Bulgaria. These attacks were followed by German thrusts 

from Romania, Hungary and the Ostmark. Italian forces were limited to air and artillery attacks until 11 April, when the 

Italian army attacked towards Ljubljana (in modern-day Slovenia) and through Istria and Lika and down the Dalmatian 

coast. On the same day, Hungarian forces entered Yugoslav Bačka and Baranya. Just like the Italians, they faced practically 

no resistance. A Yugoslav attack into the northern parts of the Italian protectorate of Albania met with initial success, but 

was inconsequential due to the collapse of the rest of the Yugoslav forces. 

Scholars have proposed several theories for the Royal Yugoslav Army's sudden collapse, including poor training and 

equipment, Generals eager to secure a quick cessation of hostilities, and a sizeable Croatian nationalist fifth column. The 

invasion ended when an armistice was signed on 17 April 1941, based on the unconditional surrender of the Yugoslav 

army, which came into effect at noon on 18 April. Yugoslavia was then occupied and partitioned by the Axis powers. Some 

areas of Yugoslavia were annexed by neighboring Axis countries, some areas remained occupied, and in other areas Axis  
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puppet states such as the Independent State of Croatia were created during the invasion on 10 April. Along with Italy's 

stalled invasion of Greece on 28 October 1940, and the German-led invasions of Greece (Operation Marita) and of Crete 

(Operation Mercury), the invasion of Yugoslavia was part of the German Balkan Campaign 

GUERRILLA WARFARE 

World War II military operations in Yugoslavia began on 6 April 1941, when the Kingdom of Yugoslavia was swiftly 

conquered by Axis forces and partitioned between Germany, Italy, Hungary, Bulgaria and client regimes. Subsequently, a 

guerrilla liberation war was fought against the Axis occupying forces and their locally-established puppet regimes, 

including the fascist Independent State of Croatia and the Government of National Salvation in the German-occupied 

territory of Serbia, by the communist-led republican Yugoslav Partisans. Simultaneously, a multi-side civil war was waged 

between the Yugoslav Communist Partisans, the Serbian royalist Chetniks, the Croatian fascist Ustashe and Home Guard, 

Serbian Volunteer Corps and State Guard, as well as Slovene Home Guard troops. 

Both the Yugoslav Partisans and the Chetnik movement initially resisted the occupation. However, after 1941, Chetniks 

extensively and systematically collaborated with the Italian occupation forces until the Italian capitulation, and thereon 

also with German and Ustashe forces. The Axis mounted a series of offensives intended to destroy the Partisans, coming 

close to doing so in the Battle of Neretva and the Battle of Sutjeska in the spring and summer of 1943. 

 



 

Despite the setbacks, the Partisans remained a credible fighting force, with their organization gaining recognition from 

the Western Allies at the Tehran Conference and laying the foundations for the post-war Yugoslav state. With support in 

logistics and air power from the Western Allies, and Soviet ground troops in the Belgrade Offensive, the Partisans 

eventually gained control of the entire country and of the border regions of Trieste and Carinthia. 

The human cost of the war was enormous. The number of war victims is still in dispute, but is generally agreed to have 

been at least one million. Non-combat victims included the majority of the country's Jewish population, many of whom 

perished in concentration and extermination camps run by the client regimes. 

 

The Ustashe regime (mostly Croats, but also Muslims and others) committed genocide against Serbs, Jews, Roma and anti-

fascist Croats. The Chetniks (mostly Serbs, but also Montenegrins and others) pursued genocide against Muslims, Croats 

and Pro-Partisan Serbs, and the Italian occupation authorities pursued violence and ethnic cleansing (Italianization) against 

Slovenes and Croats. The Wehrmacht carried out mass executions of civilians in retaliation for resistance activity. SS 

Division Prinz Eugen massacred large numbers of civilians and prisoners of war. Hungarian occupation troops massacred 

civilians (mostly Serbs and Jews) during a major raid in southern Bačka, under the pretext of suppressing resistance 

activities. 

Finally, during and after the final stages of the war, Yugoslav authorities and Partisan troops carried out reprisals, including 

the deportation of the Danube Swabian population, forced marches and executions of tens of thousands of captured 

soldiers and civilians (predominantly Croats associated with the NDH, but also Slovenes and others) fleeing their advance, 

atrocities against the Italian population in Istria and purges against Serbs, Hungarians and Germans associated with the 

fascist forces. 



 

M’44 SCENARIOS FOR INVASION OF YUGOSLAVIA 

The Invasion of Yugoslavia includes 15 standard scenarios. These scenarios chronicle the major engagements of the 

campaign and the ongoing Partisan war, and include only the best available in the Scenarios from the Front (SFTF) files 

section on the DoW website, as well as 1 official scenario by Jacques ‘jdrommel’ David.  

No campaign rules are included; not all M’44 players have access to the Campaign books. Instead, simply tally up the 

number of medals won in each scenario after playing both sides. There are 3 medal tally tables:  one each for the Invasion 

of Yugoslavia and the later Partisan war, and a final medal tally table. 

14 of the 15 scenarios feature Yugoslav forces, while 1 scenario features Bulgarian forces. Although optional, it is suggested 

that you use the unofficial Battle of Nations rules when playing the sides of these armies. 

 

PART 1: INVASION OF YUGOSLAVIA 1941 

1. APR 08: Ruzino Polje Bridges     5. APR 12 – APR 14: The Delvidek Operation 

2. APR 09: Pirot **      6. APR 13: Mostar 

3. APR 09: Alibunara      7. APR 15: Battle of Kopliku 

4. APR 09: The Ostrenit Valley 

 

**Scenario notes: 

1. Pirot: if the Axis player wins by Sudden Death score 4 victory medals.  

 

There are a total of 76 medals for the Invasion of Yugoslavia 1941. 

 

SCENARIO (+ total medal count)        P1............... P2............... 

1. Ruzino Polje Bridges (12)   

2. Pirot (8)   

3. Alibunara (10)   
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4. The Ostrenit Valley (12)   

5. The Delvidek Operation (10)   

6. Mostar (12)   

7. Battle of Kopliku (12)   

Total Medal Tally        /76        /76 
 

PART 2: THE PARTISAN WAR 1943 – 45 

1. MAY 15 – JUN 16 43: Fall Schwarz **    5. SEPT 27 – SEPT 40 44: Backs to the Danube 

2. JUN 10 43: Battle of Sutjeska **    6. OCT 10 – OCT 11 44: Advance to Leskovac 

3. SEPT 15 43: Force 10 Navarone **    7. JAN 19 45: Battle of Tarnova 

4. MAY 25 – MAY 27 44: Target: Tito **    8. APR 17 – MAY 27 45: Battle of Odzak 

 

**Scenario notes: 

1. Fall Schwarz: as per standard Memoir ’44 rules the baseline exit includes the 2 exit markers. 

2. Battle of Sutjeska: Allied units can only exit the board via any of the 6 baseline mountain hexes. 

3. Force 10 Navarone: Conditions of Victory: there is no set number of medals. In the event of victory, score 6 medals. 

4. Target: Tito: Sudden Death: if Tito is killed, score the 6 victory medals. 

 

There are a total of 96 medals for the Partisan War 1943–45. 

 

SCENARIO (+ total medal count)        P1............... P2............... 

1. Fall Schwarz (12)   

2. Battle of Sutjeska (12)   

3. Force 10 Navarone (12)   

4. Target: Tito (12)   

5. Backs to the Danube (12)   

6. Advance to Leskovac (12)   

7. Battle of Tarnova (12)   

8. Battle of Odzak (12)   

Total Medal Tally        /96        /96 
 

FINAL MEDAL TALLY 

There is a grand total of 172 medals for the Yugoslavia campaign. 

INVASION OF YUGOSLAVIA     P1............... P2............... 

1. Invasion of Yugoslavia 1941   

2. The Partisan War 1943 - 45   

Final Medal Tally        /172        /172 
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